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Abstract 
Decoste, H., G. Labelle and P. Leroux, The functorial composition of species, a forgotten 
operation, Discrete Mathematics 99 (1992) 31-48. 
In order to study the functorial composition of species, we introduce the auxiliary concepts of 
cyclic type and fixed points enumerator of a species. Basic formulas are established and 
applications are given to the computation of the cycle index series of classes of graphs, pure 
m-complexes, coverings and m-ary relations that are structured in various ways. 
1. Introduction 
The combinatorial notion of species of structures, as introduced by Joyal in 
[13], can be defined as a functor F : El-, El, where El denotes the category of finite 
sets and bijections. The following notations and terminology are used: for any 
finite set U, F[U] denotes the image of the functor F applied to the set U and is 
interpreted as the set of all F-structures on the (underlying) set U. Moreover, for 
any bijection u : CJ-, V, the corresponding bijection F[o] : F[U]-, F[V] is called 
the transport of F-structures along CT. The concept of species has revealed itself 
very useful in the field of enumerative combinatorics and has generated a fair 
amount of mathematical research (for the period 1981-86, see for instance [20] 
and the references it includes; more recent results can be found in [l-3, 5, 8, 
17-19, 21-22, 261). 
However one of the most natural operation on species (at least from a 
categorical point of view), the composition of functors, has been mostly 
overlooked up to now. The composition of two species F and G, to be denoted by 
F 0 G to avoid confusion with substitution, is defined by 
(FnG)[Ul= F]G[UlI, (F” ‘34 = F[G[all (1.1) 
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for any finite set U and any bijection u : U- V. The reason for this oversight may 
be that contrarily to the usual operations of addition F + G, multiplication F . G, 
substitution Fo G or derivation F’, the behaviour of the various associated 
generating functions with respect to functorial composition is not easy to describe 
and still not very well understood. It would be nice if functorial composition of 
species corresponded to some known operation on symmetric functions, or on 
representations of symmetric groups, as most of the other operations on species 
do. For example substitution of species corresponds to plethysm of symmetric 
functions. 
The purpose of this paper is to undertake the study of functorial composition of 
species and to give a number of applications. Some auxiliary concepts are 
introduced, such as the cyclic type of a species F (in Section 2), and the Jixed 
points enumerator Sz, of F (in Section 3), and basic formulas are established. In 
particular we describe how the fixed points enumerators combine under the 
different operations on species; for functorial composition, it gives the plethysm 
of the two enumerators. In Section 4, we indicate how to apply these methods to 
the computation of the cycle index series of classes of graphs, pure m-complexes, 
coverings and m-ary relations that are structured in various ways. 
To end this section, we recall some notations and basic facts from the general 
theory of species. In particular specific standard notations will be used for the 
following species: 
l S, the species of permutations: S[U] = set of all permutations of U, S[a](f) = 
of6l, for f c S[ U]. 
l E, the uniform species: E[ U] = { U}, a singleton set. 
l C, the species of circular permutations. It is well known that S = E 0 C. 
l P?, the species of subsets: B[U] = {A 1 A s U}, P[o] = o (applied to subsets). 
Note that the species 9 satisfies P = E - E. 
l 0, the empty species: O[U] = 0. 
l 1, the empty set species: 
{U} ifU=O, 
l[Ul= (g otherwise. 
l X, the species of singletons: 
{U} 
NUI = { fl
if IUI = 1, 
otherwise. 
l T, the species of rooted trees, recursively defined by the functional equation 
T =X.E(T). 
l %d, the species of endofunctions, which satisfies the identity 8&J= S 0 T. 
The three main counting series usually associated to a species F are as follows: 
The exponential generating function 
F(x) = c IFIn 5 
PZ=0 
(1.2) 
where F[n] is the set of F-structures on the set [n] = (1, 2, _ _ , n}. 
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The isomorphism types generating function 
p(x) = nTO ITYP F]nllx” (1.3) 
where Typ F[n] denotes the set of isomorphism types of F-structures on [n]. 
The cycle index series 
&4x,, x2, . . .)= ~,,~~~.,lFixF[u]l*Y’xP’-.. 
n/ . t 
where 
(i) Fix F[a] denotes the set of fixed points of the bijection F[a], 
(ii) a, denotes the number of cycles of length k of the permutation u. 
We will also use the notation 
fix F[a] = 1Fix F[a]l = (F[a]),. 
For example, it is well known [S, 13, 16, 241 that 
1 
Z&l, X2, . . .) = n ~ 
rdl-X, 
Z_&, x2, . . .) = exp(C ?), 
ial 1 
fix g-44 = ,” (z duc,)ok, a 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
ifol~l, (l.lo) 
if u1 = 0. 
The theory can be extended to ‘weighted species’ F = F,, where each set of 
F-structures F[ CJ] is equipped with a weight function w : F[U]+K in a 
commutative ring K with unity, and where the functions F[u] preserve the 
weights. It suffices then to replace the cardinalities in (1.2)-(1.4) by the sum of 
weights 
lF[mw = sExu, w(s). (1.11) 
2. The cyclic type of a combinatorial species 
Of the three generating functions mentioned above, the cycle index series 
stands out as more general since, as is well known [13], the other two can be 
obtained from it by special substitutions 
F(x) = 2,(x, 0, 0, . . .), F(x) = 2,(x, x2, x3, . . .). (2-l) 
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One of our goals is then to be able to compute the cycle index series of the 
functorial composition F 0 G of two species 
(2.2) 
Note that by functoriality, if a and p are two conjugate permutations, then 
+I and FWI are also conjugate so that the number fix F[/3] and in fact the 
complete cyclic structure (F[/3])k, k = 1, 2, . . . , depend only on the cyclic 
structure /3 = (PI, &, . . .) of p. This justifies the notation fix F[/?] or 
fix WA, Pz, . . .]. Consequently the computation of fix F[G[a]] will rely kssen- 
tially on the cyclic structure of G[a]. 
Definition 2.1. Let G be a given species and p = G[a]. The sequence 
h = (G[4), = P/da,, 02, 03, . . .), k = 1, 2, 3, . . . (2.3) 
of functions of the sequence (a,, a,, a,, . . .), is called the cyclic type of the 
species G. 
Proposition 2.2. The cyclic type (p ) = k k 1,2,3,... of an arbitrary species G depends 
only on the function fix G[a] = P(a,, 02, u3, . . .). Indeed we have the formula 
Proof. For any permutation p, we have 
fix /I” = Fk @d (2.5) 
and using Mobius inversion, we get 
(2.4) 
If /3 = G[u], then /3” = G[ud], by f unctoriality, and we obtain the result. 0 
Note that a similar use of Mobius inversion is fairly common in the context of 
finite group actions and linear representations (see e.g., [4, 12 (Chapter 6), 15, 
271). Some special cases are worth mentioning. 
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Corollary 2.3. For any permutation u E S[n] and for any k 3 1, we have 
&($)bdh = ak,
; $ P( $)(df = c (k,, k,bk,~k, 
[kl,kzl=k 
and more generally 
g pj$)h’% = c k, . . . kn&c, * . . 0, m 
[k,,....k,]=k 
(2.7) 
(24 
(2.9) 
where [k,, . . . , k,,,] denotes the least common multiple (lcm) and (k,, . . . , k,) the 
greatest common divisor (gcd) of kI, . . . , k,. 
Proof. It suffices to apply Proposition 2.2 with particular species G. 
For (2.7), take G = lB (the identity functor) = E', the species of ‘pointed sets’. 
For (2.8), take G =E'X E', the species of ‘ordered pairs of elements’. If 
o E S[n] and if i 1, i2 belong respectively to cycles c1 and c2 of length kl, and kz, 
then the ordered pair (ir, i2) belongs to the cycle ((i,, i2), (a(iJ, a(Q), (a2(il), 
4iJ), . . .) of G[a] which has length k = [k,, k2]. Moreover, the cycles ci and c2 
give rise to gcd (k,, k2) = klk2/[kl, k2] cycles of G[a]. Hence we find 
(E’ x E’]o])k = c (k, 9 ‘bbk,%,. (2.10) 
[kl,kz]=k 
Since for any permutation t, fix E' X E'[t] = zf, we get the result. 
The proof of (2.9) is done similarly by induction on m. q 
The formulas (2.7)-(2.9) could be proved algebraically, using Mobius inver- 
sion. This method of proof is illustrated in the following proposition, which will 
be needed in Section 4. 
Proposition 2.4. For any permutation u E S[n] and any k 2 1, we have 
and, more generally, for any m 2 1 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Proof. We have, by (2.6), 
6792 = f((a2d)l - @“)I) 
and 
(2.13) 
(0% = lTd iq = 2 2iu2j + ,,,d~o,, iuj= g 2i% + g f (i) (2.14) 
. 
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where 
f(i) = 
ia, if i is odd, 
0 otherwise. 
Now making use of the fact that 
for any function f, we obtain 
ozk + ku,x(k is odd) - ka,) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
and hence (2.11). 
The proof of (2.12) is left to the reader, with two hints. Use can be made of the 
linearity with respect to u = (a,, 02, . . .) of both sides of the equality. Also the 
following formula, which extends (2.5) is useful: 
0 (2.17) 
Consider now the new operation F 0 G on species defined by 
FOG=(F.E)nG. 
For any finite set CT, we thus have 
(2.18) 
(F 0 G)[U] = (F .E)[G[U]] 
= {(L r) 1 L c G[Ul, Y E F[LI) 
= L Ixu, F[Ll (2.19) 
E 
and for any bijection /3 : U- V, 
(F @ GNP1 = Lcs,u, F[WI~.I- 
_ 
(2.20) 
In words, given a finite set U, and F 0 G-structure on U can be described as an 
F-enriched set of G-structures on U. For example when F = E and G = P121, the 
species of ‘two-elements subsets’, the resulting species E 0 8121 is isomorphic to 
the species 3 of ‘simple graphs’. 
Proposition 2.5. For any species F and G and any permutation CJ, we have 
fix(F 0 G)[a] = T cGE’l)( ‘El’) . . . fix F[@, (2.21) 
where p = (pl, ~2, . . .) is a vector of (almost all zero) nonnegative integers and 
fix F[p] := fix F[cL], f or any permutation p of cyclic type p. 
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Proof. We have 
(L, 7) E Fix(F 0 G)[a] ($ G[a](L) = L and y E Fix F[G[a]l,] 
e L is a union of cycles of G[a], say of 
cyclic type (pl, p2, . _ .), and y E Fix F[p], 
where p = G[a]l, 
and the conclusion follows. 0 
An extension of formula (2.21) can be obtained by taking a weighted species 
F = F, and replacing the cardinality of sets of fixed structures by their total 
weight. An important special case arises when F = E,,, the species of ‘sets’ 
weighted according to their cardinality: 
W-4 = {u>, weight of U = ylU1. (2.22) 
Note that E,, - E = CT’,,,, the species of ‘subsets’ with weight w(L) = ylL1, and that 
for any species G, 
E,OG=P,,,nG, (2.23) 
the weighted species of ‘sets of G-structures’. We then obtain the following result 
as a direct consequence of (2.21). 
Corollary 2.6. For any species G, and any permutation o 
IFix(LPw 0 G)[a]l,,, = (1 +y)“[“]‘(l +y2)c;[U]zf . . (2.24) 
Note that (2.24) can also be seen as a special case of the well-known formula 
(Fix ?P,,,[p]l,,, = (1 + y)“‘(l +y2)“‘. . . (2.25) 
Corollary 2.7. For any species G and any permutation u, of order o, we have 
fix(9’0 G)[o] = 2 (l/~)c& NwWfix~l~“l (2.26) 
where $ denotes the Euler totient function. 
Proof. Taking y = 1 in the preceding corollary gives 
fix(pU G)[o] = 2c*--l GlOl* (2.27) 
Now if the order of the permutation u is o, ord(u) = w, then, by functoriality, 
the order of G[u] must divide o. Writing /3 = G[u] for simplicity, and assuming 
that the order of /3 divides o, observe that any cycle length occurring in 0 also 
divides w : /jk # 0 j k 1 o. It remains to show that 
(2.28) 
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This can easily be done either using (2.4) and Mobius inversion or by doing first 
the case where w = order of /3, using Burnside’s Lemma and (2.5). 0 
It is worth mentioning that for any permutation u, of order o, the sequence 
J = fix oi = 2 do,, i * 1 (2.29) 
d/i 
is periodic of period p 1 co, since we have 
(i, w) = (i, w) 3 f; =.& (2.30) 
3. A tixed points enumerator 
The Mobius inversion used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 (see (3.3) and (3.4) 
below) establishes a bijection 
y: f@*‘&J&W* (3. I) 
between sequences P = ( ul, a,, . . .) of natural numbers, with finite support and 
sequencesf = (fi, f2, . . .) of natural numbers which belong to the set J defined by 
J := {f 1 there exists a permutation CJ such that fk = fix a”}. (3.2) 
More precisely, we set 
f= Y(_a) G f*=~dodfOrallk (3.3) 
Observe also that Y is additive, 
YJ(_o + _z) = Y(_a) + Y(J). 
Theorem 3.1. For any species 
52,(f,, f2, . . .) : _I-, N, called the 
(3.4) 
(35) 
F there exists a unique function QF = 
fixed points enumerator of F, having the 
property that for any permutation o, 
fix F[a] = L&(fix a, fix u2, . . .). 
Moreover, given two species F and G, we have, for any f = (fi, f2 
szF+c(f1,f2, f * .I = (QF + QcT)(fI~f,~ . . .) 
%XC(fi, f2, * * .I = (QF * Q,)(fL.L . . -1 
Gl,(h,_&~ . . .I = (sz,~QG)(fi,.fz?~ . *I 
:= QF(Q&l,.L . . .I, f&(f2,f%?. . -h. 
(plethystic substitution) 
(34 
. . .)EJ, 
(3.7) 
(3-g) 
.) 
(3.9) 
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QF(f,>.L . . .) =Q&+Lf2+1,. . .) (3.10) 
Q,.&,L . . .) =g+.;gbe, [g.f ,]Q& g,, . . .)Q&,, L . . .) (3.11) 
. . 
where the expression 
f 
[ 1 g, h is defined as zFl T (,) where p = T1cf), p = Y-‘(g). 
Proof. For f EJ, let u be a permutation with cyclic structure p such that 
Y(b) =$ We then simply define 
sz,(fi>fi?. . .) = fix F[a] = fix F[ T’(fi,fi, . . .)]. (3.12) 
Since Y is a bijection, we then have, for any permutation u, 
fix F[o] = 52,( Y(g)) = QJfix a, fix u2, . . .). (3.13) 
The formulas (3.7)-(3.11) simply reflect properties of the function fix F[a]. 
fix(F + G)[a] = fix F[a] + fix G[cJ] (3.14) 
fix(F x G)[a] = (fix F[a]) * (fix G[a]) (3.15) 
fix(Fo G)[a] = fix F[G[a]] = SZ,(fix G[a], fix G[a2], . . .) 
= Q,(SZ,(fix o, fix u2, . . .), i&(fix u2, fix a4, . . .), . . .) (3.16) 
fixF’[u] =fixF[a, + 1, a,, u3,. . .] = !&(Y(p+ (l,O, 0,. . .)) 
=SZ,(fixa+1,fixa2+1,fixu3+1,...) (3.17) 
fix(F . G)[u] = c n ( ui)fix F[p]fix G[y]. q 
p+y=o ia Pi 
(3.18) 
Here are a few simple examples of the function sZ,(J), for particular species F. 
Q,(.Lf2, . . .) = 1 (3.19) 
Q&?.L . . .I =h (3.20) 
QI(f,,f,, . . .)=xcf=O) (3.21) 
Q&,$2, * . .) = x(fi = 1, for all i) (3.22) 
%,(.L L!, . f .) =x(J=2, for all i) 
+ x(fz = 2, f2i+l = 0, for all i) (3.23) 
where E2 denotes the species of ‘two-element sets’. 
Corollary 3.2. For any species F, we have 
QxFul,f29 . . .I =fiQ& - 1, f2 - 1, . . .I, 
Q,_(fi>L . * .I =hsr,vl,.L~~ .I. 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
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Proof. (3.24) follows from (3.11) and (3.22). For (3.25), simply observe that 
F’=X-F’=E’XF. 0 (3.26) 
Example 3.3. The fixed points enumerator of the species of endofunctions and of 
rooted trees are given, using (1.9), (l.lO), and (3.3), by 
Q,,&l,f2, . . .I =fxY-? . * ., (3.27) 
sz,(fl>f2,. . .) =fy’-l kn2 (f? - kukfp) (3.28) 
z= 
where (a,, a,, . . .) = Y”-‘(f,,f2, . . .) (cf (3.4)). 
For the species LP of ‘subsets’, we immediately deduce from Corollary 2.7 
(formula (2.26)) that 
sz,(fi, f2, . . .) = p~~E&“mJm (3.29) 
where 
o = order off := lcm support Y-‘(f). (3.30) 
We would like to compute G&H for the subspecies SPtml of P? of ‘subsets of 
cardinality m', m s 0. For this we will use the weighted species P,,, of ‘subsets’ 
with w(A E U) =yiA’. Observe that 
$Pw = c LJ$‘l and L2, = 2” QF4"4Yrn. (3.31) 
ma0 
Moreover, for p = Y-‘(j), we deduce from (2.24) that 
(3.32) 
If we denote by O(y) the numerator of this infinite product, then the 
denominator is simply O(y2). A short computation shows that 
log @(y) = c 0, log - 
kzl 
l:yk=~lj($du+k 
a 
and 
(3.33) 
e(y) = exp kxl tfk y* = c -&,,(h J f2, . . . )y”, (3.34) 
a tTlZ=O 
where Z,_(X,, x2, . . .) is the cycle index series of the species E, of ‘m-element 
sets’: 
Z&I, l-2, . . .) =; c xp’@ . . . 
m. oeS[m~ 
(3.35) 
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Going back to (3.32), we find 
(3.36) 
where 
fk if k is odd, 
gk = fk - 2fk12 if k is even. 
(3.37) 
In conclusion, comparing the coefficients of y” in (3.31) and (3.36), we have 
proved the following. 
Proposition 3.4. For the weighted species 9, of ‘subsets’, we have 
Q&l 7 f2, . . . ) = & QW”l(fi 7 f2, . . . )Y” 
and 
QHml(fi P $2, . . .)=Z,,(f,,fi_2f,,f;,f,-2f,,f;, . . .I 
= -Gmkl> gz, . . .I 
where g, is given by (3.37). 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
For example, we obtain 
Q,Pl(fl, f2r . ’ .>=z,,(fi,f2-2fi)=f(f:+f2-2fi) 
Q,Pl(f,) fi, . . .I = Z,,(fi,fz - 2f,,f,) = i(f: + 3hh - 6f; + %> 
which can be readily verified. 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
An alternative way to compute the cycle index series of PI-], using characteris- 
tic polynomials and pseudo-permutation matrices, can be found in [4]. 
To conclude this section we derive the fixed points enumerator Q+) for a 
species F’“‘, associated to F, m 20, in the following way: For any finite set V, 
we write 
F(“)[V] = F[m] x @[m, V]/,S[m] (3.42) 
where 
@[m, V] = {functions cp: [ml+ V} (3.43) 
and where the quotient in (3.42) refers to the set of orbits of S[m] acting jointly 
on F[m] (by the transport of structures) and on @[m, V] by /3 . q = Q, 0 /3-l, for 
B l S[m], Fp l @]m, VI. 
A good terminology for F’“)[V] is ‘isomorphism types of V-coloured 
F-structures of order m’. This construction was introduced by Joyal in 1141 as the 
general term of the analytic functor associated to F. Here are some examples: 
l F = 3, the species of ‘simple graphs’. SCrn)[ V] = { V-coloured (types of) graphs 
of order m}. 
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Fig. 1. 
F = L, the species of ‘linear orderings’. 
with alphabet V}. 
Then L(“)[V] = {words of length m 
F = E, the species of ‘sets’. Then E ‘“‘[VI = {multisubsets of V of total 
multiplicity m}. 
(abac, baca, acab, caba } 
F = C, the species of ‘circular permutations’. Then C’“‘[V] can be seen as the 
set of ‘V-coloured m-cycles’ (Fig. l(a)) or as the set of ‘circular words of 
length m’ (Fig. l(b)). 
For any bijection o : V+ W, the function Q, ++ oo q, Q, E @[m, V] is com- 
patible with the action of S[m] and gives a well-defined mapping 
F+‘)[a] : F(“)[V]-, F(“)[W]. (3.44) 
The following result was observed by Joyal but is probably classical in the context 
of group representations. It is also closely related to the ‘power group 
enumeration theorem’ of De Bruijn, see [lo, 12 (Chapter 6)]. 
Proposition 3.5. For any species F and any m 2 0, we have 
QF(m)(firf2,. . .)=Z~~(f~,.fi,. . .> 
where F, denotes the species F restricted to the cardinal@ rn. 
(3.45) 
Proof. We want to show that for any o E S[V], 
fix F(“)[a] = Z&fix 0, fix a2, . . .). (3.46) 
By linearity in F, we can assume that F is molecular (i.e., it has only one 
isomorphism type) of order m. Then F = F, is completely characterized by (the 
conjugacy class of) the automorphism group H E S[m] of some structure s E F[m] 
and its cycle index series is the cycle index polynomial of H: 
Z&I, x2, . . .)=&&xrlxz’. . . . (3.47) 
E 
Moreover, it is easily seen that 
F(“)[V] = @[m VI/H 2 (3.48) 
and a slight extension of Burnside’s Lemma to the case of two joint (i.e., 
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commuting) group actions on the same set shows that for o E S[V] 
fix P)[a] = + py-H fix cqp, a], 
E 
(3.49) 
where fix @[p, a] denotes the number of functions Q, E @[m, V] such that 
(/I, a)*g,:=a~QF~-‘=~, (3.50) 
i.e., 
ooQ)=cpop. 
The conclusion (3.46) 
5.121) that 
fix @[P, a] = 
(3.51) 
then follows from the easily verified fact (see [lo, Section 
(3.52) 
Indeed a function Q, E fix @[p, a] is completely determined, for each cycle c of /3, 
say, of length k, by the image q(i) of a preselected element i E c. Now this image 
must belong to a cycle c’ of u whose length divides k, in virtue of (3.51). Hence 
there are fk = Cdlkdcrd choices for q(i) and (3.52) holds. 0 
4. Applications 
This last section is devoted to the application of the above techniques to the 
computation of the cycle index series and the fixed points enumerator of various 
particular species: different kinds of graphs (including ‘enriched’ graphs), pure 
m-complexes, coverings, and F-structured m-ary relations. 
4.1. Graphs 
We saw in Section 2 that the species 9 of simple graphs can be written as 
3 = $j? 0 gL2] = E @ @21 
Slightly more generally, the species %,+, of simple graphs weighted by yatedges has 
the form 
where E,, and LP,,, are the species of sets and subsets weighted according to their 
cardinality. Taking G = LPtzl in Corollary 2.6, using the fact that 
fix S’2’[a] = 4(a? - a,) + (72 
and taking (2.7), (2.8), (2.11) into account, we obtain 
Fix %d41w =fl (1 +Y 1 k tCI~.,I=*(i.i)o,o,+oZ*+(t(k mod 2)-1)0~ 
k31 
(4.1) 
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In particular, when y = 1, we get after collecting terms 
fix qo] = 2tC,.,~,(i.i)so,-tC*(k mod Wk. 
(4.2) 
Of course, formulas (4.1) and (4.2) are well known (see, for example, (4.1.9) in 
[12]). However, an alternate way to compute fix %[a] is via the fixed points 
enumerator Q,. Indeed, formulas (3.9), (3.29) and (3.40) immediately give the 
somewhat more compact expression 
sz,(fl,hf3,~ . .I =2 (1/2w)Cdl,“~(old)(fj+fid-2fd) (4.3) 
where w = order of (fi, f2, f3, . . .>. Analogous computations can also be made in 
the case of other species of graphs, e.g., 
VW: simple graphs with loops allowed, 
LB?,,,: directed graphs without loops, 
BW,: directed graphs with loops allowed, 
each of which being weighted by ya(edges~arcsor’oops) (we omit the index w in the 
unweighted case). The basic combinatorial equations are now 
VW = SW x Y,, gV= 9%~ 9, = 6Pw0(E-xE*) 
and we get, using fix(E’ X E’)[a] = a: =ff = QE.xE.df), 
(4.4) 
IFix %[41w = n (1 +Y 1 k tCl,.,r=t(‘./)u,~,+u~~+~(~ mod 2bts 
kal 
(4.5) 
IFix GJsw[o]J, = n (1 + yk)Cll.,l=~(i,i)u,o,-u~, (4.6) 
kal 
IFix gvw[a]j, = n (1 +yk)C~~.,l=~(~,l)~,~,, 
kzl 
(4.7) 
fix %[a~ = 2Cl,,~l(i,i)so,+C*-_I(‘+l(k mod2)h 
(4.8) 
fix gs]o] = 2C,.,~l(i.i)4a,+Ca~lu~, 
(4.9) 
fix gv[o] = 2L,(U)~~~,, (4.10) 
Q,(fi>.L.L . . .> = 2 (l/zw)Cdl,,,~(wld)(fa+fid) , (4.11) 
Q,,(fi) f-, f3, . . .) = 2(1JW)Cdls,~(Wld)(fj+fd), (4.12) 
Q,,(fi, fi, f3, . . .) = 2(1’w)cd’,u+(w’d)f3. (4.13) 
It is also possible to obtain ‘enriched’ versions of all these formulas by replacing 
occurrences of p,,, = Ey - E above by any species of the form H,,, = F, - E where F, 
is an arbitrary (weighted) species. For example, taking F, = C,, the species of 
oriented cycles (with weight ylength Of the cyc’e) we can consider the species C, 0 ??‘121 
of simple graphs ‘enriched’ with a (weighted) cyclic structure on their set of 
edges. Proposition 2.5 can be used in this context since, in this case, fix C,[a] is 
well known. 
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4.2. Pure m-complexes 
Recall that a simplicial complex on a finite set U is a collection % of subsets, 
called simplexes, such that u E U $ {u} E V and @ # T c S E % + T E %. The 
dimension of a complex % is the maximum dimension of its simplexes (the 
dimension of a simplex S E % being ISI - 1). Given m 3 0, a complex % is said to 
be a pure m-complex iff every maximal simplex in % has dimension m or 0. The 
enumeration of m-complexes have been studied by Bogart and Gordon [4], 
Harary [ll, 121, and Oberschelp [23] for m = 3. In the present setting, the 
species % lml of pure m-c omplexes can be simply described by the formula 
@ml = 0j? (7 oJdm+ll (4.14) 
Using Proposition 3.4 and formulas (3.16), (3.29) we obtain the following 
expression for the fixed points enumerator of YLml: 
Q@ml(fi,_L,. . .)=2 (llf~)Cdl.~9(wld)z,m+,(~.~d-2fd,f,dlfL~....) (4.15) 
where 0 = order of the vector (ZE,+,(fd, f2d - 2fd, . . .))dal EJ. Note that this 
gives a very efficient algorithm for the computation of fix %‘tml[a], given any 
permutation o. Note also that since ZE,+,(~I, x2, . . .) is a polynomial of total 
degree m + 1 in n,, x2, . . . (see for example (3.40), (3.41)), then from a purely 
formal point of view, 
fix qpya] = pn(~l*m.~z . ...) (4.16) 
where pm EZ[U~, u2, u3, . . .] is of total degree m + 1 in the ‘variables’ 
o1r 02, (73, . . . . 
4.3. Coverings 
A covering of a finite set iJ is a set of non-empty subsets of U whose union is 
U. Consider the species Cov(resp. Covlml) of coverings of sets (resp. coverings of 
sets by exactly m subsets). The numbers ICov[ U]l and ICov@l[ U]l have been 
computed by Comtet [6, 71 as a function of m and IZ = IUl. The cycle index series 
Z COV and Zcov~~~ can be computed via fixed points enumerators as follows: First 
notice that the species g+ of non-empty subsets can be written as 
p+=(E-1).E=E2-E=‘?hE. (4.17) 
Hence we have the following combinatorial equations characterizing coverings 
E.Cov=p’o(B-E), E . Codm’ = PP’m’ 0 (9 - E). (4.18) 
Applying Theorem 3.1, formulas (3.19), (3.29) and Proposition 3.4, we obtain 
QE.CO"(fi ,f2, . . .) 
= Q& 
(l~~)C&>@(~~dlfd _ 1 2WwE&#4d4h~ _ 1 
> 
) 
‘... 7 (4.19) 
QE.Co”i~l(f* 9 f2, . . .) 
= (Z&X,) x2 - 2x1, x3, x‘q - 2x2, . . .)) 0 (2(r’w)Cd’.J4+‘dlfd~ - 1) (4.20) 
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where, as usual, o = ord(f,, f2, . . .). Hence Qc,, and Qc,,[m] can be computed 
from (4.19) and (4.20) by making use of (3.11) together with the easily verified 
fact that 
sz,-l(fl,_&, . . .) = fixE_‘[a,, a,, . . .] = (-1)01+02+.... 
4.4. Structured m-ary relations 
Define an m-ary relation R on a set U as a set of m-tuples of elements of U. 
This means that the species W tml of all m-ary relations can be written as 
S%/trnl = pn (E’ x E’ x . . . x E’), (m factors). (4.21) 
Applying (2.9) and (2.27) we get a formula that is essentially due to Davis [9], 
fix W’m’[ a] = 2 c,,, .,,,,il~~~i,U,,~~~U,,/li ,,.... &I (4.22) 
where [iI, . . . , im] denotes the lcm of it, . . . , i,. Formula (4.22) is a special 
instance of a much more general situation that can be described as follows: Note 
first that any m-ary relation R can be thought of as a set of ‘words’ of length m 
over the ‘alphabet’ U. Hence we have the equation 
oJ&pl= gi-JOL(“’ (4.23) 
where IL(“) is the species of words of length m described in Section 3 (here L 
denotes the species 1 +X + X2 + . . . of linear orderings). From Proposition 3.5 
we immediately infer that 
QSLlrn, = 2WEdlW@J(~W~ 9 (4.24) 
(where u = order of the vector (fy, fy, . . .) E J) since Z,,(fr, f2, . . .) = f y, in 
this case. 
Now, the generalization arises by replacing L in (4.23) by an arbitrary species 
F. This gives the species 
s/p,“‘= P’F’“’ (4.25) 
of F-structured m-ary relations. For example, taking F = E (resp. F = C) in 
(4.25) we obtain the species of symmetric (resp. cyclic) m-ary relations. The 
interesting fact is that Proposition 3.5 can still be applied to the computation of 
the fixed points enumerator of .%!Jp] in a very efficient manner, 
(4.26) 
where o = order of the vector (ZFm(fd, hd, . . .))dal E J. The importance of this 
last formula rests on the fact that ZFm is explicitly or recursively computable for 
many known species F. Of course, enriched and weighted versions of (4.26) are 
also possible by replacing ?? = E - E in (4.25) by any species of the form G, - E. 
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